Postnatal development of the chemosensitivity of rat cerebellar Purkinje cells to excitatory amino acids. An in vitro study.
In vitro sagittal slices of immature rat cerebellum were used to study the development of the sensitivity of Purkinje cells (PCs) to L-aspartate (L-Asp), L-glutamate (L-Glu) and related derivatives. As early as postnatal day 0 all PCs already displayed clear excitatory responses to short iontophoretic applications of L-Asp, L-Glu and quisqualate while in the same conditions no effect of N-methyl-D,L-aspartate (NMDLA) was detected. By postnatal day 5, i.e. after the onset of the synaptogenesis, the sensitivity of PCs to L-Asp, L-Glu and quisqualate significantly increased up to values similar to those recorded in adult rat cerebellum and surprisingly nearly all (87%) the recorded cells now also displayed excitatory responses to NMDLA. Although this sensitivity of PCs to NMDLA was significantly lower than that observed with the other drugs, it persisted until the end of the first postnatal month when the adult type of connectivity is already well established but at this stage only 30 per cent of the tested cells were still sensitive to the agonist. During this period, excitatory responses elicited by NMDLA were selectively antagonized by 2-amino-5-phosphonovalerate (2-APV), suggesting that during postnatal development, NMDA receptor types are transiently expressed on PCs membranes since in the adult, NMDLA no longer had an excitatory effect. Instead, this drug now exerted a preferential antagonistic action on the excitatory response elicited by L-Asp. Also in the adult, no major changes occurred in the sensitivity of PCs to L-Asp, L-Glu and quisqualate when these drugs were ejected at a dendritic site whereas, when ejected at the somatic level, the sensitivity of the cell appeared 2-3 times lower.